THE TIME IS NOW

See why businesses are moving their mission-critical
systems (such as Payroll) from Dynamics NAV to the next
generation Dynamics 365 Business Central in the cloud

of organisations struggle
with process and system
integration issues
Business is growing, and that’s fantastic! But are your systems keeping up?
Digital transformation is a continued hot topic in 2020, and this applies to your ERP system too! If
you’re still using the legacy Dynamics NAV software, there’s no time like the present to give your
business the gift of revolutionary management software and make the switch to Dynamic 365
Business Central, Microsoft Dynamics Cloud cousin.
Follow us as we take you through the route of digital transformation Dynamics 365 Business
Central offers and see for yourself why your company’s budget would be well-spent on the upgrade.

Deployment route easier than ever before
When you make the switch to Business Central in the cloud, you are automatically signed up to
premium hosting on the Microsoft Azure cloud, which is accessible from any device, any time. This
means there’s no installation requirements, so you won’t lose any man-days and can get going
right away. Plus, there’s no hosting fees, so you’ll be saving as soon as you make the upgrade!

Custom features help you create the ultimate solution
Business Central is equipped with endless customisation
options, so you can create the perfect ERP solution from the
get-go, complete with all the vital functionalities of your trusted
current software, as well as a bunch of exciting new ones! You
can also continue developing the app in real time after you
switch, using services such as PowerApps and
Power Automation.

Data Insights of the future
In addition to the core BI tools you know and love, such as data
dashboards and reporting, Business Central offers a range of
advanced analytical functionalities. These include exciting new
features such as the innovative Azure business intelligence,
reporting and AI capabilities.

Advanced system maintained by an expert team
Far from being a rushed two-person job, the implementation of
Business Central comes with a dedicated technical team tasked
with setting everything up and ensuring it runs smoothly, as well
as the ongoing maintenance of your ERP system.

Continuous updates ensure you have the latest features as
they come out
The fact that Microsoft is no longer rolling out updates for
Dynamics NAV is enough in itself to convince you of the switch.
But there’s more! Dynamics 365 Business Central cloud solutions
are updated monthly, which means you have near instant access
to all the newest features the Microsoft team develops.

Unbreakable security safeguards your business data
Hosted on Microsoft Azure - one of the most secure clouds
on the market used by organisations such as the American
government – Business Central can house even the most
sensitive data and guarantee exceptional compliance.
Seamless integration allows you to expand without limit
The integration functionalities of Business Central have been
upgraded along with all the rest of its features. Going beyond
simply addressing issues with operational silos, Dynamics 365’s
flagship ERP solution seamlessly integrates with both Microsoft
and third-party apps, so you can set up a comprehensive network
of software modules from the start.

Focus on

saving
Pricing that’s too good to be true!
Looking at all these improvements, you might be thinking ‘It sounds great, but it will surely cost
me!’. Well, we’re not done with the good news just yet! The pricing for Business Central on the
cloud is based on number of licenses and includes all system infrastructure costs, so the rates
work out cheaper overall.

CONTACT US
Talk to your Business Partner today about the process
of upgrading to Dynamics 365 Business Central and
explore the benefits of moving your Payroll to Miracle.

0161 939 0111
www.miracle-dynamics.com

